
EFFECTIVE EVALUATIONS
The Evaluation Sandwich

Bottom Slice (Preparation/Foundation)
•Talk to the speaker/leader before the meeting.  Ask yourself,  “who am I?”  & “who am I evaluating?”
•What are their objectives? Goals?  Note them in preparation for your evaluation.
•Review previous projects’ feedback notes.  Look for improvements in current presentation.
•Review the project objectives in the CC, AC or CL manuals.
•Review the evaluation guide in the manual.
•Listen, watch take notes.

Filling (Delivery)
•It’s an opinion or point of view versus truth or reality.

“Whenever we hear an opinion and believe it, we make an agreement, and it becomes part of our belief system.”  
Don Miguel Ruiz

•Open with greeting.  E.g., I’m delighted to evaluate you today...” or something similar.
•Tell them what he or she specifically did well.   At least one.   I like to use at least two. (Could be hard, 
however very important!)
•Tell them two things, in your opinion, they could improve.  Use definite ideas on HOW to improve.  (This 
could be hard as well, especially with experienced and excellent speakers.)

Ideas for the “ingredients:” 
The following might be used in either what they did well or areas for improvement:
Objectives of the project  Voice    Volume/Tone  Rate of speech
Gestures    Use of stage  Use of props  Eye contact 
Audience reaction    Body language.

Useful phrases:
“In my opinion...”    “I was impressed with...”    “You might consider adding...”  
“Consider...”     “I liked it when...”    “The next time you give a speech...”  
“I was confused about...”   “What might make the speech better for me is...”  
“I think the speeches purpose would have been clearer if...”

Avoid these:
Using “never” or “always       ”You should or shouldn’t have...  
”We all...”         ”The correct or proper way to...”  
”Everyone thought/felt/heard...”      ”That was the wrong thing to say”
Rehash.  We all heard the speech!    “I don’t agree with...”
Repetition.  Could sound like nagging.   
No whitewashing on advanced speakers, however ask in advance how tough they want you to be!



Delivery
Be nice.  Be direct. Smile when appropriate.  Use big body language only when it illustrates a point of 
compliment or suggestion.  Be you, and stretch into your “evaluatee’s” personality.
To use the manual or not to use the manual? (For the actual evaluation presentation.)

“I never lie because I don’t fear anyone.  People lie only when they’re afraid.”  John Gotti

  
Top Slice (Follow up/capstone)

•After the meeting return the manual with written evaluation.  
•Ask if he/she has any questions about your evaluation.
•This is the place for additional verbal comments that were excluded due to the time constraints.
•Ask the speaker if you could have said or done anything differently that might have been more helpful.
•Consider asking other member of the audience for feedback on your evaluation presentation.  Soliciting their 
point of view can help you improve next time you’re in this role or a speaker role.

Bon Appétit 

Food for Thought
When you are the “object” of an evaluation:
•Inform the evaluator of your goals/objectives •Tell your evaluator specific point for review
•Listen and suspend judgement   •Carefully consider each comment as valid  for you
•Self evaluate      •Speak to the evaluator to clarify...

It is not advisable, James, to venture unsolicited opinions.  You should spare yourself the embarrassing discovery of 
their exact value to your listener.   Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged, 1957

Condiments (variety in evaluations)
•Specialized evaluations.  E.g., multiple evaluators working on varying aspects of one speech.
•Video and audio recording and evaluations
•”Stop the speaker” evaluations
•Panel Discussions (work great for speech competition preparation)
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